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	This book is intended for the physician, nurse, student or technician who

	occasionally comes in contact with patients who have implanted heart rhythm

	control devices. It is meant as a reference and basic resource to provide quick

	explanations and answers to situations that are likely to be encountered

	relating to pacemakers and implantable cardioverter defibrillators. The

	terminology and language unique to the professionals who deal with these

	devices is explained and examples of basic and advanced pacemaker function

	are covered. Figures are used extensively to show examples of normal and

	abnormal device function. Common malfunctions are described and an

	approach to the diagnosis and remedy of these problems is presented.

	The indications for the use of pacemakers and defibrillators are discussed as

	well as the contraindications. Surgical issues and patient concerns are

	covered. The rationale for follow-up and the follow-up procedures for these

	devices are explained.
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Creating and Consuming Web Services in Visual BasicPearson Education, 2002
One of the more confusing items about Web Services regards defining exactly what and
why they are. Let's begin with why they exist.

Web Services exist to make it easier to integrate applications. Existing technologies include
Java RMI, CORBA, and DCOM. All of these technologies work over networked
environments and allow...
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Practical RF System DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The ultimate practical resource for today’s RF system design professionals
Radio frequency components and circuits form the backbone of today’s mobile and satellite communications networks. Consequently, both practicing and aspiring industry professionals need to be able to solve ever more complex problems of RF design.       
...
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TCP/IP Sockets in C, Second Edition: Practical Guide for Programmers (The Morgan Kaufmann Practical Guides Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2009
This succinct new edition of our best-selling title presents everything you need know to get up and running with C sockets programming in one affordable volume!    

       The Internet allows computers thousands of miles apart to exchange information through programs such as Web browsers, and nearly all of these programs gain access to...
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Critical Information Infrastructures: Resilience and ProtectionSpringer, 2007
A very interesting and informative book that covers a wide but interlinked set of subjects. Indeed, attention has been paid to assisting the reader to understand complex and current issues, and it can be said that the work is extremely well researched, up-to-date and of interest to a wide audience including practising managers, government...
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Handbook of the Economics of Finance, Volume 2A: Corporate FinanceNorth Holland, 2013

	In the 11 articles in this first of two parts, top scholars summarize and analyze recent scholarship in corporate finance.  Covering subjects from corporate taxes to behavioral corporate finance and econometric issues, their articles reveal how specializations resonate with each other and indicate likely directions for future...
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DevOps in Python: Infrastructure as PythonApress, 2019

	
		Explore and apply best practices for efficient application deployment. This book draws upon author Moshe Zadka's years of Dev Ops experience and focuses on the parts of Python, and the Python ecosystem, that are relevant for DevOps engineers. 
	


	
		You'll start by writing command-line scripts and...
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